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Fellow Shareholders,

Throughout 2023, Marathon Petroleum Corporation (MPC) delivered on our strategic 
commitments. Strong operational performance, commercial execution and disciplined 
capital allocation, combined with a supportive macroeconomic environment, led to 
total shareholder returns of approximately 31% last year. Operating our portfolio to 
meet consumer demand, full-year refining utilization was 92%, and we generated more 
than $14 billion of cash from operations. In line with our steadfast commitment to 
return of capital, we returned $11.6 billion to shareholders through share repurchases 
during the year and demonstrated our commitment to a secure, competitive and 
growing dividend by increasing MPC’s quarterly dividend 10%.

At the same time, we made meaningful progress in our ongoing sustainability
efforts. Our sustainability-driven approach supports our relentless aspiration to be 
a better company and contributes to our long-term success in an evolving energy 
industry. Our achievements are a credit to the dedication and ingenuity of our many 
talented teams, and we remain resolute in our commitment to safely and reliably 
operate our assets, protect the health and safety of our people, and contribute to the 
communities where we live and work.

MPC’s strong results over the past few years benefited from the improvements we have 
made to our cost structure, asset portfolio and commercial capabilities, which have 
created sustainable, structural benefits, irrespective of the market environment. 
With this solid groundwork, our unwavering focus on safe and reliable operations, and 
many other value-creating opportunities still ahead, we continue to pursue our goal to 
position MPC as the refiner investment of choice, with the strongest through-cycle cash 
generation and the ability to deliver superior returns to our shareholders.

FROM THE CEO
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FROM THE CEO
ENHANCING OUR 
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE

Since 2020, executing on our three 
strategic pillars – strengthening 
the competitive position of our 
assets, fostering a low-cost culture, 
and improving our commercial 
performance – has created significant 
value, and these pillars remain 
foundational to our efforts to 
increase profitability and create value 
across our business.

Throughout our operations, we have 
identified and are continually seeking 
areas where we can improve margins 
and increase reliability. We have made 
a step change in how we approach 
our commercial business, finding new 
ways to optimize our system and 
maximize total value. Reflective of our 
team’s commitment to commercial 
excellence, we achieved a full-year 
capture rate of 100% in 2023. But we 
are far from done.

At the beginning of 2024, to put 
more emphasis on advancing 
important value-creating initiatives, 
driving increased performance, 
and making a step change in our 
cash flow generation capability, 
we implemented organizational 
changes focused on maximizing 
margin capture across our portfolio 
and strengthening our value chain 
optimization efforts.

DELIVERING ON OUR 
FINANCIAL PRIORITIES

In 2023, we continued to grow 
earnings while exercising strict 
capital discipline, leading to 
superior cash flow generation that 
supported our initiatives to return 
excess capital to shareholders. 
Maintaining a strong balance sheet 
is foundational to our strategy 
execution, and our capital allocation 
framework remains unchanged. 

First, we continue to prioritize 
sustaining capital to ensure the 
safe and reliable performance of 
our assets, consistent with our core 
values. Second, we’re committed to 
paying a secure, competitive and 

growing dividend, which we intend 
to evaluate at least annually. Third, 
we invest capital in a disciplined 
manner where we believe there are 
attractive returns and benefit to our 
long-term competitive positioning.

Beyond these three objectives, 
we return excess capital through 
share repurchases to meaningfully 
lower our share count. From 
May 2021 through January 2024, 
MPC repurchased more than $29 
billion of shares, reducing our 
total outstanding share count by 
approximately 45%.

Our master limited partnership MPLX 
is a strategic enabler in our portfolio. 
MPLX’s annual distribution to MPC 
has grown approximately 25% since 
2020, and its current pace of cash 
distributions fully funds MPC’s 
dividend and more than half of our 
planned 2024 capital program. We 
anticipate MPLX will raise its cash 
distributions as it pursues growth 
opportunities, further enhancing the 
value of our strategic relationship.

DISCIPLINED INVESTMENTS 
IN OUR BUSINESS

Because we believe we are a 
return of capital business and a 
return on capital business, we 
conduct rigorous analysis through 
a lens of strict capital discipline 
to select the capital projects and 
investment opportunities we believe 
will best amplify the impacts of 
our operational and commercial 
execution and create value. 
Consistent with 2023, our 2024 
growth capital plan is allocated 
between traditional and low carbon 
investments and strategically 
prioritizes projects at our most 
cash-generative, competitively 
advantaged facilities.

In the second quarter of last year, we 
completed the STAR project at our 
Galveston Bay refinery, increasing 
the facility’s residual fuel and heavy 
crude oil processing capacity, as well 
as its distillate recovery capabilities. 
Starting in 2024, we are investing in 
a multi-year project to construct a 

90,000 barrel-per-day high-pressure 
distillate hydrotreater, planned to 
increase production of higher-value 
finished products. The project is 
expected to be completed by year-
end 2027. This strategic investment 
will further enable us to provide 
the cleaner-burning fuels the world 
demands and strengthen our U.S. 
Gulf Coast value chain. 

On the West Coast, our Los Angeles 
refinery is a core value chain asset 
and one of the most competitive 
refineries in the region. We have 
allocated capital to integrate and 
modernize utility systems at the 
facility, which will improve reliability, 
reduce emissions and increase 
energy efficiency. We anticipate 
completion by the end of 2025.

In 2023, our midstream segment 
had strong operational performance, 
setting throughput records in our 
pipeline, gathering, processing and 
fractionation operations. We advanced 
high-return growth projects anchored 
in the Marcellus and Permian basins 
while growing segment adjusted 
EBITDA by approximately 7% 
year over year. MPLX’s integrated 
footprints in these basins provide 
a steady source of opportunities to 
expand its value chains, particularly 
around its natural gas and natural gas 
liquids (NGL) assets. 

Our joint venture Green Bison 
Soy Processing complex in 
Spiritwood, North Dakota, which 
began receiving soybeans in 
September, was recognized by the 
Economic Development Association 
of North Dakota as the 2023 
Economic Development Project 
of the Year. Exclusively providing 
advantaged feedstock for MPC, 
the facility is expected to deliver 
enough soybean oil to produce 
approximately 75 million gallons per 
year of renewable diesel.

Additionally, we are making smaller-
scale investments in emerging 
opportunities and early-stage 
developments where we can leverage 
our expertise. One example is our 
joint venture with LF Bioenergy, 
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which is focused on developing and 
growing a portfolio of dairy-based, 
low carbon-intensity renewable 
natural gas (RNG) projects.

ADVANCING OUR SUSTAINABILTY 
COMMITMENTS

Our approach to sustainability focuses 
on three areas:

• Strengthening the resiliency of 
our operations,

• Innovating for the future, and

• Embedding sustainability in 
our decision-making and in our 
engagement with employees and 
our many stakeholders.

Among many important stakeholders 
are our neighbors in the communities 
where we operate. We continually 
look for innovative ways to make a 
positive, measurable impact where 
we live and work through identifying 
mutual priorities that create shared 
value in pursuit of our common goals. 
In 2023, the company invested more 
than $23.5 million in our communities 
as well as in the broader causes
that united many of us, and our 
employees contributed approximately 
$4.5 million in additional support.

Across the many components of our 
business, we are taking disciplined 
steps to advance our goal to lower 
the carbon intensity of our operations 
and the products we manufacture, 
while continuing to supply a growing 
and evolving market. Last year, 
through our dedicated initiatives and 
programs, we progressed toward 
achieving our set targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 
methane emissions, and freshwater 
withdrawal intensity. Notably, MPC 
produced approximately 485 million 
gallons of renewable fuels1 in 2023, 
the most in the company’s history.

Above all, our goal is an incident-free, 
injury-free workplace, where everyone 
who comes to our sites goes home 
healthy and safe at the end of the 
workday. We remain unwavering in 
our resolve to prevent incidents and 
injuries throughout our operations.

LOOKING AHEAD, I am optimistic 
about our opportunities and our 
future. We expect demand for our 
products to continue to grow and 
global supply of those products 
to remain tight. Although it is very 
hard to predict, we believe the U.S. 
refining industry will experience an
extended, enhanced mid-cycle 
environment due to relative 
advantages over international 
sources of supply, including energy 
costs, feedstock acquisition costs
and refinery complexity. 

MPC will remain focused on the 
elements of our business that 
are within our control – safely 
and reliably operating our assets, 
executing on our commercial 
strategy, and investing capital where 
the expected returns are supportive 
– striving to generate superior cash 
flow and deliver peer-leading total 
returns for our shareholders. 

I am honored to lead MPC and proud 
of the work our people do each day 
to safely provide critical energy the 
world needs. 

Thank you for supporting our 
company.

Sincerely, 

Michael J. Hennigan
Chief Executive Officer

1Total includes renewable naphthas and renewable propanes and is also inclusive
of MPC’s equity share of volume produced at its joint ventures with Neste and The Andersons.
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APPROX.

20,000 
MILES OF PIPELINE WE
OWN, LEASE OR HAVE AN
OWNERSHIP INTEREST IN

40.2 
MILLION
BARRELS OF TERMINAL
STORAGE CAPACITY

585 
TRANSPORT TRUCKS OWNED 
AND OPERATED

334
VESSELS AND BARGES
OWNED AND OPERATED 
THROUGH MARINE BUSINESS

APPROX.

8,300 
NORTH AMERICAN RETAIL & 
MARKETING LOCATIONS

12
BILLION 
STANDARD CUBIC FEET
PER DAY OF NATURAL GAS
PROCESSING CAPACITY

APPROX.

2.6 BILLION
GALLONS OF RENEWABLE
FUEL DELIVERED IN 2023

829,000
BARRELS PER DAY OF 
NATURAL GAS LIQUID 
FRACTIONATION CAPACITY 

APPROX.

13,300 
RAIL TANK CARS WE OWN, 
LEASE AND OPERATE

APPROX.

425,000
TONNES CO2 CAPTURED
FROM OPERATIONS AND
JOINT VENTURES IN 2023

APPROX.

3 MILLION 
BARRELS PER CALENDAR DAY OF 
CRUDE OIL REFINING CAPACITY

2
STRONG
BRANDS
MARATHON AND ARCO
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®

OPERATIONS OVERVIEW

MPLX Owned 
Marine Facility

MPLX Natural Gas
Processing Complex

(c)

MPLX Refining 
Logistics Asset

MPLX Owned and Part-Owned 
Light Product Terminal

MPLX Owned Asphalt/
Heavy Oil Terminal

MPLX Gathering 
System

MPC Owned and Part-Owned 
Light Product Terminal

MPC Refinery

MPC Marketing Area

MPC/MPLX Pipeline
(a)

MPC Owned and Part-Owned
Marine Facility

MPC Renewable 
Fuels Facility

Cavern

Martinez Renewables
Joint Venture

Virent
(b)

®

Ethanol Facility 
(joint venture with The Andersons)

MPC Owned Asphalt/
Heavy Oil Terminal

MPC Renewable Feedstock 
Processing FacilityNote: Illustrative representation of asset map

As of Dec. 31, 2023

(a) Includes MPC/MPLX owned and operated lines,

 MPC/MPLX interest lines operated by others and

 MPC/MPLX operated lines owned by others.

(b) Wholly owned subsidiary of MPC working to

 commercialize the conversion of biobased

 feedstocks into renewable fuels and chemicals.

(c) Includes MPLX owned and operated natural gas

 processing complexes.
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At Marathon 

Petroleum, we are 

proud of the role we 

play in helping meet 

the world’s growing 

energy needs while 

steadfastly adhering 

to the values we 

place at the core of

our business. 
Over the past 137 years, and as we continue 
to innovate and evolve, our core values have 
been and will always be at the heart of our 
success – guiding the way we treat each 
other and all our stakeholders. We believe 
that how we perform our work holds equal 
importance with the work we perform.

CORE VALUES

INTEGRITY

• Set high expectations for ourselves and
build trust in each other, with business
partners, shareholders and the communities
where we work and live 

• Say what we’re going to do — and then do it

• Behave ethically in all we do

RESPECT

• Treat everyone professionally, with courtesy,
honesty and trust

• Consider how other people’s ideas can
improve what we do and encourage
everyone to openly share their perspectives,
ideas and concerns

INCLUSION

• Value diversity in culture, background,
perspective and experiences

• Strive to provide our employees with a
collaborative, supportive and inclusive
work environment where they can
maximize their full potential for personal
and business success

COLLABORATION

• Actively partner with our stakeholders to
find and create shared value, making a
positive difference together

• Foster constructive, solution-oriented dialogues

• Genuinely listen to one another and seek out
perspectives different from our own

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL

STEWARDSHIP

• Protect our people and the world we all share 

• Aim for an incident-free, injury-free
workplace 

• Demonstrate our unwavering commitment
to safe and environmentally responsible
operations every day
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

DELIVERING ON OUR COMMITMENTS

In 2023, we continued to deliver on our strategic areas of focus and 
demonstrate our dedication to growing shareholder value. Strong 
operational performance and commercial execution generated 
$14.1 billion of net cash from operations that enabled significant return 
of capital to shareholders along with disciplined capital investments in 
high-return projects. Our results indicate that the improvements we have 
made to our cost structure, asset portfolio and commercial execution 
over the last few years have driven sustainable benefits and established 
a strong foundation for further value creation throughout our business.

RETURNING CAPITAL TO SHAREHOLDERS

Executing on our consistent capital allocation framework, we returned 
$11.6 billion through share repurchases in 2023. From May 2021 through 
January 2024, we repurchased $29 billion of company shares, reducing 
our total share count by approximately 45%. In addition, effective with the 
third quarter dividend, we increased MPC’s quarterly dividend by 10%.

INVESTING WITH DISCIPLINE

This past year, following our established priorities, we invested capital to grow earnings while exercising strict capital 
discipline. Projected capital spending for 2024 remains 50% below 2019 levels, reflecting our continued focus on 
financial discipline. We remain steadfast in our commitment to safety and environmental performance and will 
continue to prioritize sustaining capital investments that ensure the integrity and reliability of our assets. Allocation 
of growth capital in the coming year is aimed at projects that enhance margin and reduce cost. We are investing, 
primarily at our large, competitively advantaged facilities, to increase shareholder value and position MPC well 
into the future.

2,505

SHARE BUYBACKS*

$
 B

IL
L

IO
N

S

Completed Share 
Repurchases

Remaining Share 
Repurchase Authorization

29

5.9

TRADITIONAL LOW CARBON

MAINTENANCEOTHER

2024 CAPITAL 

SPENDING OUTLOOK

Total Capital Returned to Shareholders: $12.8 billion

Share Repurchases: $11.6 billion 

Total Shareholder Return*: 31%

*Total shareholder return calculation based on MPC’s share price increase from 12/31/2022 to 
12/31/2023 with dividends received assumed to be reinvested in MPC shares.

*Does not include capital spending associated with MPLX or capitalized interest. Capitalized spending for MPLX in 
2024 is expected to be $1,100 million net of reimbursements and excluding approximately $100 million for repayment 
of MPLX’s share of a pipeline joint venture’s debt due in 2024.

*Data reflects May 1, 2021 to Jan. 31, 2024

Refining Utilization: 92%

Full-year Capture*: 100%

Operating Cash Flow: $14.1 billion

*Capture reflects the percentage of our Refining & 
Marketing (R&M) Margin Indicator realized in 
our reported R&M Margin. The calculation of our R&M 
margin indicator is available on our website at 
www.marathonpetroleum.com/Investors/Investor-Market-Data.

DIVIDENDS PAID PER SHARE

2022 20232021

$2.49 $3.08$2.32

SUSTAINING AND 

GROWTH CAPITAL*

$
 M

IL
LI

O
N

S

20202019

1,471

1,066

1,624

1,396
1,250

2021 2022 2023 2024
Outlook

2023

2023
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SUSTAINABILITY
We continue to challenge ourselves to lead in sustainable energy, driving us to be a better company and positioning 
us for success in an evolving energy industry. This effort touches important aspects of our business – environmental 
stewardship, our people, our communities, and the governance processes and structures we use to guide our actions. 
To direct our progress, we focus on strengthening the resiliency of our operations, innovating for the future, and 
embedding sustainability in our decision-making and how we create value with stakeholders.

As we strive to meet the needs of today while investing in an energy diverse future, one indication of our progress is 
recognition we have received from prominent environmental, social and governance (ESG) rating organizations.

STRENGTHENING RESILIENCY

To create a stronger, more durable company, we are committed to lowering the carbon footprint of our operations 
and the products we manufacture, improving the energy efficiency of our operations, and advancing practices 
that conserve natural resources. To hold ourselves accountable for continuous improvement on environmental 
performance, we set meaningful, tangible targets to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, methane emissions, 
and freshwater withdrawal intensity. 

We assess progress on our suite of targets on an annual basis and evaluate potential adjustments to them as we 
achieve our goals or new information, opportunities and/or technologies become available.

5th 
consecutive year

Recognized 
as a leader

Top decile 
ESG rating

Freshwater Withdrawal Intensity(1)(3) 
(megaliters/million boe input)

 2030 Goal     Progress

20% reduction of freshwater 
withdrawal intensity by 2030 from 

2016 levels

(1) Additional information regarding our targets, including calculation methodologies, can be found in our 
2023 Perspectives on Climate-Related Scenarios report, available at www.marathonpetroleum.com/sustainability.  

(2) 2023 estimated values are preliminary and subject to change. 

(3) Progress shown through 2022. 

Scope 1 and 2 GHG Emissions 
Intensity(1)(2) (tonnes CO2e/
thousand boe input)

 2030 Goal   Progress

30% reduction of Scope 1 and 2 GHG 
emissions intensity by 2030 from 

2014 levels

Absolute Scope 3 - Category 11 
GHG Emissions(1)(2) (tonnes CO2e)

 2030 Goal   Progress

15% reduction of Scope 3 - Category 
11 GHG emissions by 2030 from 2019 

levels

Methane Emissions Intensity(1)(2)

(methane-scf/natural gas input-scf)

 2030 Goal     2025 Goal    
 Progress

Reduce MPLX G&P methane 
emissions intensity 50% by 2025 and 

75% by 2030 from 2016 levels

listed on the Dow Jones 
Sustainability North America Index

on the JUST 100 List, ranked 
#1 Oil and Gas company

by Sustainalytics in U.S. Oil and Gas 
Refining and Marketing sector

MPC earned the ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year – Sustained 
Excellence award from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
for a fourth consecutive year. Five of our refineries also earned 2023 
ENERGY STAR® certifications from the EPA. Since refineries first became 
eligible for ENERGY STAR certification in 2006, MPC has received more 
certifications than all other refining companies combined.

Industry-leading Energy Efficiency
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SUSTAINABILITY

INNOVATING FOR THE FUTURE

MPC has a long history of innovation, and our investments in 
renewables and other lower-carbon technologies are an important 
facet of our strategy. We put tremendous effort and diligence into 
planning these strategic investments and in balancing them with our 
performance goals, our commitment to capital discipline and serving 
the world’s present-day energy needs.

Our facility in Martinez, California, which we co-own through our Martinez Renewables joint venture with Neste, began 
producing renewable diesel in the first quarter of 2023. In the fall, operations began at the Green Bison Soy Processing 
facility in Spiritwood, North Dakota. A joint venture with ADM, Green Bison is North Dakota’s first dedicated soybean 
processing complex, and its production of refined soybean oil will be supplied exclusively to MPC as a feedstock for 
renewable fuels. This new, state-of-the-art processing plant enhances our ability to source and optimize logistically 
advantaged feedstock for our growing renewable fuels business, which includes renewable diesel production at our 
facility in Dickinson, North Dakota.

• Strive to be a market leader in 

the production and delivery of 

renewable fuels 

• Seek ways to expand the use 

of renewable energy in our 

operations 

• Deploy emerging technologies 

that reduce environmental 

impact while enhancing 

business performance

Renewables and 

Emerging Technologies

We support the continued development and use of carbon capture, 
utilization and sequestration (CCUS) technology as a strategy to 
reduce emissions of CO2 and the carbon intensity of the critical 
products we supply. To further the goal of large-scale CCUS 
deployment, alliances of private industry, government, academia and 
others are bringing their resources and expertise to bear.  
Near-term efforts of these alliances are to increase the understanding 
of CCUS and progress enabling legislation and regulations that are 
foundational for the development of large-scale CCUS projects.

We expanded our portfolio to include renewable natural gas (RNG) 
through acquisition of a 49.9% interest in LF Bioenergy, a renewable 
energy developer which builds, owns, and operates facilities that turn 
organic waste on dairy farms into RNG. In April, the company initiated 
commercial operations at its first facility, located in Lawrence, New York.

RNG represents a drop-in alternative to using conventional natural 
gas in fuel production processes. Dairy-based RNG has a negative 
lifecycle carbon intensity, because it captures methane that is 
currently entering the atmosphere to instead use as fuel.*

*See California Air Resources Board, LCFS Pathway Certified Carbon Intensities, available at 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/lcfs-pathway-certified-carbon-intensities.

~425,000
tonnes of CO

2

captured from MPC and 
MPLX operations and joint 
ventures in 2023 for use in

industrial
applications

food and
beverage
 industry MPC 2023 ANNUAL REPORT 9



SUSTAINABILITY EMBEDDING SUSTAINABILITY

We embrace sustainability in all we do. From project evaluation 
to employee engagement, we strive to create shared value with 
all our stakeholders – empowering people to achieve more, 
contributing to progress in our communities and protecting the 
environment we all share.

Engaged and Energized Workforce

At MPC, we know that our people provide us a competitive advantage. 
We demonstrate our commitment to attract, develop and retain 
top talent in many ways, including providing extensive professional 
development opportunities and offering comprehensive benefits that 
support the wellbeing of our employees and their families. We seek 
unique perspectives, value differences and strive to create a work 
environment that fosters collaboration and embraces diversity, equity 
and inclusion (DE&I) – one where we build on each other’s strengths and 
talents to unlock our full potential.

Our DE&I program is based on a three-pillar strategy, guided by a 
dedicated team of subject matter experts and supported by leadership 
companywide. Also helping build our culture each day are the more 
than 5,100 employees who belong to our 76 employee network chapters 
across 16 states. Focused on seven populations – Asian, Black, Disability, 
Hispanic, LGBTQ+, Veterans and Women – the networks connect 
employees with others who have a shared identity and life experiences. 
These groups use a member and ally model to promote inclusion.

Stakeholder Engagement

MPC’s sustainability strategy is guided by ongoing dialogue with 
stakeholders to inform our understanding of the issues and trends facing 
our industry and company. By building relationships with stakeholders, 
understanding their goals and perspectives, and incorporating their 
feedback into our planning, we consistently strive to create shared value 
outcomes. We maintain several dedicated forums that help to facilitate 
internal and external engagement on a variety of topics, and we adapt 
our engagement efforts to meet the changing needs of our company and 
our stakeholders.

MPC’s community investment strategy focuses on contributions to and 
partnerships with charitable organizations that align with our core values, 
the priorities of our community stakeholders, our sustainability strategy, 
and our ability to make a positive, measurable impact. We encourage 
employees to support the causes and community efforts that are 
important to them by matching their donations to eligible organizations 
and funding volunteer incentive awards. In 2023, the company invested 
more than $23.5 million in the communities where we live and work as 
well as broader causes. Our employees contributed approximately $4.5 
million in additional support. The company also raised more than $2.4 
million for charitable causes through fundraising events, many of which 
engaged our business partners, customers and suppliers.

DE&I Strategy

  Building a Diverse 
Workforce

  Creating a more 
Inclusive Culture 

  Contributing to our 
Thriving Communities 

MPC scored a 100% on the Human Rights Campaign’s 

Corporate Equality Index for the fourth consecutive year. 
This index evaluates corporate policies, practices and benefits 
pertinent to LGBTQ+ employees.
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Culture of Safety and Environmental Stewardship 

Above all else, our goal is an incident-free, injury-free workplace. We remain steadfast in our commitment to safely 
operate our assets, protect the health and safety of our employees and communities, and aim to achieve leading 
environmental performance. Safety is a responsibility shared across the company, and everyone at MPC is empowered to 
create and maintain a safe and healthy workplace.

We use a combination of proven management systems, best practice-based operational standards, and documented 
work processes that reinforce our strong safety culture. To improve our performance, we continue to implement enhanced 
programs that focus on reducing safety risks through peer observations and feedback, identifying leading indicators, and 
focusing on human and organizational performance foundational beliefs. While our primary objective is to prevent issues 
from occurring, we consistently invest in our response capabilities and preparedness training, which equips us to mitigate 
and manage impacts to people and the environment should an incident occur. In these instances, we devote ourselves to 
thoroughly examining and learning from the occurrence to strengthen our processes and practices.

Accountable and Transparent Governance

Our corporate impacts, risks and opportunities are identified and managed by 
company leadership with oversight from our Board. An additional layer of oversight 
exists with our Enterprise Risk Management program. We believe strong corporate 
governance benefits all our stakeholders, including our shareholders, employees, 
business partners, customers, communities, the government and others who have a 
stake in how we operate. 

Our directors bring a range of backgrounds, critical skills, perspectives and 
proficiencies to our Board, and our Corporate Governance Principles emphasize the 
importance of diversity of director backgrounds and experiences. In January 2024, 
MPC announced two new independent board members, Eileen P. Drake and Kimberly 
N. Ellison-Taylor, both of whom have strong records of accomplishment in complex 
industries, adding to the deep expertise of our current board.

As part of our broader commitment to transparent governance, we maintain regular 
dialogue with investor stewardship teams, and our ESG reporting and disclosures are 
aligned with TCFD, SASB, CDP and GRI Oil and Gas sector standard.* On our website, 
we provide robust information on political engagement and lobbying. Additionally, 
20% of MPC’s annual cash bonus program is comprised of ESG metrics.

*CDP: Carbon Disclosure Project; GRI: Global Reporting Initiative; SASB: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board; 
TCFD: Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

SUSTAINABILITY

50 55 52

69

2022 20232020 2021

Companywide Tier 3 & 4
Designated Environmental Incidents
Count

Refining OSHA Recordable Rate
Incidents/200,000 hours

Refining Process Safety Event (PSE) 
Rate Tier 1 & Tier 2
Events/200,000 hours

2020 2021 2022 2023

0.22 0.34 0.350.31

Tier 1 PSE

Tier 2 PSE

2020 2021 2022 2023

0.08

0.16

0.04

0.06

0.09

0.14

0.08

0.22

Designated Environmental Incidents include three 
categories of environmental incidents: releases to 
the environment (air, land or water), environmental 
permit exceedances and agency enforcement 
actions. Tier 4 Designated Environmental Incidents 
are the most serious type.

The OSHA Recordable Incident Rate is the number 
of incidents per 200,000 hours of work.

PSEs are unplanned or uncontrolled releases 
of a material from a process. The PSE rate 
is the count of events per 200,000 hours of 
work. Tier 1 PSEs are the most serious type. 

embedded across multiple
Board committees 

Audit
Compensation 
and Organization 
Development
Corporate Governance 
and Nominating
Sustainability and
Public Policy

Board Oversight and 
Risk Management
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Evan Bayh
Senior Advisor, 
Apollo Global Management
-  Corporate Governance and  

Nominating Committee Member
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Chair

Jonathan Z. Cohen
Founder, Chief Executive Officer 
and President, Hepco Capital  
Management, LLC

Kimberly N. Ellison-Taylor 
Former Executive Director of 
Finance Thought Leadership, 
Oracle Corporation

Eileen P. Drake 
Former Chief Executive Officer and  
President, Aerojet Rocketdyne 
Holdings, Inc.

- Audit Committee Vice Chair
-  Corporate Governance and  

Nominating Committee Member

- Audit Committee Member
- Corporate Governance and 
 Nominating Committee Member  

- Compensation and Organization 
 Development Committee Member
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

Edward G. Galante
Retired Senior Vice President and  
Management Committee Member,  
ExxonMobil Corporation
-  Compensation and Organization  

Development Committee Chair
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

J. Michael Stice
Professor, 
The University of Oklahoma
- Audit Committee Member
-  Corporate Governance and  

Nominating Committee Vice Chair
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

Susan Tomasky
Retired President, 
AEP Transmission, 
American Electric Power
- Audit Committee Chair
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

Kim K.W. Rucker
Former Executive Vice President,  
General Counsel and Secretary,  
Andeavor
- Audit Committee Member 
- Compensation and Organization 
 Development Committee Vice Chair
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

Frank M. Semple
Retired Chairman, President and 
Chief Executive Officer,
MarkWest Energy Partners, L.P.
- Audit Committee Member
- Compensation and Organization 
 Development Committee Member

Michael J. Hennigan
Chief Executive Officer,  
Marathon Petroleum Corporation
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Member

John P. Surma 
Retired Chairman and  
Chief Executive Officer,
United States Steel Corporation
-  Non-Executive Chairman 

of the Board

Abdulaziz F. Alkhayyal 
Retired Senior Vice President,  
Industrial Relations, Saudi Aramco
- Audit Committee Member
-  Compensation and Organization  

Development Committee Member
- Sustainability and Public Policy 
 Committee Vice Chair

Charles E. Bunch
Retired Chairman of the 
Board and Chief Executive Officer, 
PPG Industries, Inc.
-  Compensation and Organization  

Development Committee Member
-  Corporate Governance and  

Nominating Committee Chair
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

John J. Quaid
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer

Gregory S. Floerke
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer
MPLX GP LLC

Shawn M. Lyon
Senior Vice President 
Logistics & Storage
MPLX GP LLC

Kristina A. Kazarian
Vice President Finance and 
Investor Relations

Kelly S. Niese
Vice President 
Treasury

David R. Heppner
Chief Strategy Officer 
and Senior Vice President 
Business Development

Maryann T. Mannen
President

Michael J. Hennigan
Chief Executive Officer 
and Director

Timothy J. Aydt
Executive Vice  
President Refining

Brian K. Partee
Chief Global Optimization 
Officer

Ehren D. Powell
Senior Vice President and
Chief Digital Officer

C. Kristopher Hagedorn
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer 
MPLX GP LLC

Rick D. Hessling
Chief Commercial Officer

Fiona C. Laird
Chief Human Resources Officer 
and Senior Vice President 
Communications

Molly R. Benson
Chief Legal Officer and 
Corporate Secretary

James R. Wilkins
Senior Vice President  
Health, Environment, Safety 
and Security

Erin M. Brzezinski 
Vice President and Controller

Kelly D. Wright
Vice President and Controller
MPLX GP LLC
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Corporate Headquarters
539 South Main St., Findlay, OH 45840

Marathon Petroleum Corporation
Website: www.marathonpetroleum.com

Investor Relations Office
539 South Main St.
Findlay, OH 45840
ir@marathonpetroleum.com
Kristina Kazarian 
Vice President
Finance and Investor Relations
(419) 421-2071

Notice of Annual Meeting
The 2024 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders will be held in a
virtual-only format via live
webcast on April 24, 2024.

Independent Accountants
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
406 Washington St., Suite 200
Toledo, OH 43604

Stock Exchange Listing
New York Stock Exchange

Common Stock Symbol: MPC

Principal Stock Transfer Agent
Computershare
P.O. Box 43078
Providence, RI 02940-3078

By overnight delivery:
150 Royall St., Suite 101
Canton, MA 02021

Internet Inquiries:
Investor Center website at
www-us.computershare.com/investor
Email: web.queries@computershare.com

Telephone Inquiries:
Toll Free: 866-820-7494
(U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico)
Toll: 781-575-2176
(other, non-U.S. jurisdictions)

Annual Report on Form 10-K
Additional copies of the
Marathon Petroleum Corporation
2023 Annual Report may be
obtained by contacting:
Investor Relations 
539 South Main St.
Findlay, OH 45840
(419) 421-2071

Dividends Dividends on common stock, as may be declared by the Board 
of Directors, are typically paid mid-month in March, June, September and 
December. 

Dividend Checks Not Received / Electronic Deposit If you do not receive 
your dividend check on the appropriate payment date, we suggest that 
you wait at least 10 days after the payment date to allow for any delay 
in mail delivery. After that time, advise Computershare by phone or in 
writing to issue a replacement check. You may contact Computershare to 
authorize electronic deposit of your dividends into your bank account.

Book-entry Form of Stock Ownership Marathon Petroleum Corporation 
exclusively maintains book-entry form of stockholder ownership. Account 
statements issued by stock transfer agent, Computershare, shall serve as 
stockholders’ record of ownership. Questions regarding stock ownership 
should be directed to Computershare.

Taxpayer Identification Number Federal law requires that each 
stockholder provide a certified taxpayer identification number (TIN) 
for his/her stockholder account. For individual stockholders, your TIN 
is your Social Security number. If you do not provide a certified TIN, 
Computershare may be required to withhold 24% for federal income taxes 
from your dividends.

Address Change It is important that you notify Computershare 
immediately, by phone, in writing or by fax, when you change your 
address. Seasonal addresses can be entered for your account.

Stock Return Performance Graph The graph below matches the 
cumulative 5-Year total return of holders of Marathon Petroleum 
Corporation’s common stock with the cumulative total returns of the S&P 
500 index and the S&P 500 Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing sub-industry 
index. The graph assumes that the value of the investment in our common 
stock, in each index, and in the peer group (including reinvestment of 
dividends) was $100 on 12/31/2018 and tracks it through 12/31/2023.
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

The following performance graph is not “soliciting material” and will not be deemed to be filed with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or incorporated by reference into any of MPC’s filings with the SEC, 
except to the extent that we specifically incorporate it by reference into any such filings.

COMPARISON OF 5-YEAR CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN*
Among Marathon Petroleum Corporation, the S&P 500 Index

and the S&P 500 Oil & Gas Refining & Marketing Index

*$100 invested on 12/31/18 in stock or index, including reinvestment of dividends. 
Fiscal year ending December 31.
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Disclosures Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This summary annual report wrap contains forward-looking statements regarding MPC. These forward-looking statements may relate to, among other things, 
MPC’s expectations, estimates and projections concerning its business and operations, financial priorities, strategic plans and initiatives, capital return plans, 
capital expenditure plans, operating cost reduction objectives, and environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) plans and goals, including those related to 
greenhouse gas emissions and intensity reduction targets, freshwater withdrawal intensity reduction targets, diversity, equity and inclusion targets and ESG 
reporting. Forward-looking and other statements regarding our ESG plans and goals are not an indication that these statements are material to investors 
or are required to be disclosed in our filings with the Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”). In addition, historical, current, and forward-looking ESG-
related statements may be based on standards for measuring progress that are still developing, internal controls and processes that continue to evolve, and 
assumptions that are subject to change in the future. You can identify forward-looking statements by words such as “anticipate,” “believe,” “commitment,” 
“could,” “design,” “estimate,” “expect,” “forecast,” “goal,” “guidance,” “intend,” “may,” “objective,” “opportunity,” “outlook,” “plan,” “policy,” “position,” 
“potential,” “predict,” “priority,” “project,” “prospective,” “pursue,” “seek,” “should,” “strategy,” “target,” “will,” “would” or other similar expressions that 
convey the uncertainty of future events or outcomes. MPC cautions that these statements are based on management’s current knowledge and expectations 
and are subject to certain risks and uncertainties, many of which are outside of the control of MPC, that could cause actual results and events to differ 
materially from the statements made herein. Factors that could cause MPC’s actual results to differ materially from those implied in the forward-looking 
statements include but are not limited to: political or regulatory developments, including changes in governmental policies relating to refined petroleum 
products, crude oil, natural gas, NGLs, or renewables, or taxation; volatility in and degradation of general economic, market, industry or business conditions 
due to inflation, rising interest rates, the military conflict between Russia and Ukraine, hostilities in the Middle East, future resurgences of the COVID-19 
pandemic or otherwise; the regional, national and worldwide demand for refined products and renewables and related margins; the regional, national or 
worldwide availability and pricing of crude oil, natural gas, NGLs and other feedstocks and related pricing differentials; the adequacy of capital resources 
and liquidity and timing and amounts of free cash flow necessary to execute our business plans, effect future share repurchases and to maintain or grow our 
dividend; the success or timing of completion of ongoing or anticipated projects; the timing and ability to obtain necessary regulatory approvals and permits 
and to satisfy other conditions necessary to complete planned projects or to consummate planned transactions within the expected timeframes if at all; the 
availability of desirable strategic alternatives to optimize portfolio assets and the ability to obtain regulatory and other approvals with respect thereto; our 
ability to successfully implement our sustainable energy strategy and principles and achieve our ESG plans and goals within the expected timeframes if at 
all; changes in government incentives for emission-reduction products and technologies; the outcome of research and development efforts to create future 
technologies necessary to achieve our ESG plans and goals; our ability to scale projects and technologies on a commercially competitive basis; changes 
in regional and global economic growth rates and consumer preferences, including consumer support for emission-reduction products and technology; 
accidents or other unscheduled shutdowns affecting our refineries, machinery, pipelines, processing, fractionation and treating facilities or equipment, means 
of transportation, or those of our suppliers or customers; our ability to maintain adequate insurance coverage and recover insurance proceeds to offset losses 
resulting from accidents or other incidents and unscheduled shutdowns; the imposition of windfall profit taxes or maximum refining margin penalties on 
companies operating within the energy industry in California or other jurisdictions; the impact of adverse market conditions or other similar risks to those 
identified herein affecting MPLX; and the factors set forth under the headings “Risk Factors” and  “Disclosures Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” in 
MPC’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended Dec. 31, 2023, which forms part of this report, and in other filings with the SEC. Any forward-looking 
statement speaks only as of the date of the applicable communication and we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statement except to 
the extent required by applicable law.
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